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Impact of the Russian CFC Law on  
Inbound Foreign Investors*

Recently, the Russian authorities amended the country’s Tax Code to revise provisions that 

govern taxation of controlled foreign companies (“CFCs”). These amendments were signed 

into law by President Putin on November 25, 2014, and the law numbered 376-FZ takes effect 

starting on January 1, 2015.1

Although the main objective of the legislation is taxing income of the Russian nationals 

accumulated in CFCs, the law has some important consequences for the foreign direct  

investors in Russia. The law may affect some of the most widespread practices used by 

MNCs for doing business in that country, for instance, foreign companies holding shares of 

Russian operating companies, foreign IP holding companies licensing this IP to Russia, foreign 

companies that provide services to Russia, exports from Russia via related parties located in 

foreign jurisdictions, etc.

New legal concepts
The law introduces definitions of “beneficial income owner” and “controlling party” that are 

new to Russian legislation.

A “beneficial income owner” is defined as a person who, by reason of control over another 

person (which can be a physical person, a company, or a non-corporate entity), such as 

participation in the capital or other means of control, has the right to use and (or) dispose of 

the income earned by that other person. Additionally, a “beneficial income owner” may be a 

person who authorizes another person to use income under his or her guidance. Application of 

the concept of the beneficial income owner, as further elaborated in the law, may lead to the 

situations in which the Russian tax authorities will disregard the terms of existing intercompany 

arrangements if they find that the immediate recipient of certain income performs limited 

functions and takes limited or no risks, effectively implying that such income belongs not to 

the immediate counterparty of the agreement but to the shareholder(s) of that entity or to the 

entities placed even higher in the ownership hierarchy. If such interpretation is, in fact, used 
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by the Russian tax authorities, it may affect many inbound investors to Russia as the practice 

of holding such investments by legal entities registered in jurisdictions that have favorable 

tax treaties with Russia is quite widespread. As another example of adverse consequences of 

application of the “beneficial income owner” concept, income of an IP holding company in  

a low tax jurisdiction (or a jurisdiction that has a double tax avoidance treaty with Russia that 

favors tax treatment of such income) may be attributed not to the legal owner of this income 

but to another group company that, in the eyes of the Russian tax authorities, performs more 

functions and takes more risk with respect to this income.

The concept of the “controlling party,” as defined in the law, establishes a relatively low 

threshold for ownership of a foreign entity’s capital by the Russian tax residents. This threshold 

can be as low as 10 percent in cases when Russian tax residents collectively own more than 

50 percent of a foreign company’s capital and 25 percent otherwise (although during the 

initial one-year transition period, the controlling ownership threshold will be set at 50 percent). 

This implies that even Russian minority shareholders of foreign companies will be subject to 

compliance requirements for the CFCs prescribed in this law. Such requirements include, for 

example, providing to the Russian tax authorities audited financial statements of the foreign 

companies, partnerships, trusts, etc., and in cases when audited financial statements are not 

routinely prepared, providing other documentation necessary to determine the taxable income 

of the CFC. 

Taxation of foreign companies in Russia
The law subjects to potential taxation in Russia not only corporate foreign entities but also 

non-corporate foreign entities such as partnerships, trusts, foundations, stock exchanges, 

clearing, and depositary organizations. The tax liability will arise if (i) the country where such 

an entity operates has no double tax avoidance treaty with Russia, (ii) the country has double 

a tax avoidance treaty with Russia but does not share with Russia their taxpayers’ information,2 

(iii) the entity pays taxes at an effective rate that is less than 75% of the statutory tax rate in 

Russia, which is currently 20%, and (iv) “passive income” accounts for more than 20 percent of 

the entity’s total income. Oddly enough, the definition of the “passive income” adopted in the 

law includes, in addition to the “traditional” types of passive income like dividends, interest, 

royalties, etc., income from activities such as R&D and various professional services. Thus, for 

example, an Irish centralized services company or an Irish R&D company may become subject to 

taxation in Russia because even though Ireland has a double tax avoidance treaty with Russia, 

its corporate income tax rate is below 15%. 

There are certain exemptions from the tax liability of foreign companies in Russia. These 

exemptions are granted to licensed banks and insurance organizations registered in the 

countries that are treaty partners with Russia (and share their taxpayers’ information with 

Russia), foreign issuers and traders of bonds guaranteed by the assets of Russian companies, 

foreign companies that conduct offshore exploration of oil and gas, foreign organizations 

participating in production sharing agreements with the Russian government, corporations 

registered in one of the member states of the Eurasian Economic Union,3 and nonprofit 

organizations. It is clear that some of these exemptions are intended to preserve the status  

of the foreign investors in the Russian oil sector and to protect the popular source of funding 

used by many large Russian companies that involves setting up foreign subsidiaries to  

borrow funds abroad in exchange for issuing bonds guaranteed by the assets of the Russian 

operating companies. 
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Additionally, foreign organizations (both corporations and non-corporate entities) can be 

recognized as tax residents of the Russian Federation if it is determined that the actual place  

of their management is located in Russia. This determination is made based on the location  

of the majority of the board of directors meetings and location of day-to-day activities of the 

top executives. However, organizations whose management in Russia performs fewer functions 

than the management in other country (or countries) are not considered to have their place  

of management in Russia, provided that the Russian tax authorities are presented with the 

relevant evidence and that such other country (or countries) has a double tax avoidance treaty 

with Russia.

Although the law states that in the case where Russia has entered a double tax avoidance 

treaty with a foreign country the text of such treaty prevails over the domestic legislation in the 

matters related to the company’s tax residency and the place of company’s management, no 

functioning competent authority exists in Russia to date.

The law contains the provision that income taxes paid by a CFC in a foreign jurisdiction are 

deductible from the CFCs income tax liability in Russia. Similarly, taxes on distributed dividends 

paid by a CFC in a foreign country are deducted from the tax liability of this CFC in Russia. 

Calculation of the taxable income for non-corporate entities (partnerships, trusts, foundations, 

etc.) allows for a deduction of the distributed income if foreign taxes were paid on this income. 

The income directed towards increase of shareholder capital according to the CFC bylaws is also 

exempt from taxation. At the same time the law states that the taxable income of a CFC cannot 

be reduced by expenses of a controlling person related to managing the CFC or losses incurred 

by controlling persons. 

Notification of Tax Authorities
The law introduces a requirement for Russian taxpayers (both organizations and physical 

persons) to notify the Russian tax authorities about their participation in a foreign organization. 

As mentioned above, the ownership threshold triggering this requirement may be as low as 

10% capital participation if Russian tax residents collectively own at least 50% of capital a 

foreign corporation, partnership, trust, or a foundation. This notification is distinct from a 

notification of controlled transactions introduced as part of the transfer pricing regulations in 

effect since 2012. If an ownership right to a CFC’s capital arose from a “repo” transaction or 

borrowing of securities, however, such form of ownership does not give a rise to the obligation 

to notify the tax authorities. 

Additional requirements apply to foreign organizations that hold real estate in the Russian 

Federation. In addition to submitting a notification to the Russian tax authorities, such 

organizations should also disclose all of their beneficiaries whose share exceeds 5 percent. 

Russia will tax gains from the sale of shares (or derivatives of such shares) of companies 50 

percent or more of whose assets consist of real estate holdings in Russia. 

For CFCs that existed before January 1, 2015, the first notification has to be submitted by April 

1, 2015. In subsequent years, such notification has to be submitted by March 20 of the year 

following the reporting year.
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The Russian tax authorities reserve the right to make their own determination of participation 

in the CFCs by the Russian tax residents using the mechanism of information exchange among 

competent authorities. In cases when a Russian taxpayer fails to submit a voluntary disclosure 

about its participation in a CFC (or submits an incomplete or inaccurate disclosure) a penalty will 

be applied.

Effective Date, Transition Period, Thresholds, and Penalties
The law applies to the income earned in 2015 and subsequent years. A transition period 

from one to two years in length is provided for some of the provisions of the law to take full 

force, which could be seen as an enticement to the Russian taxpayers to repatriate the funds 

accumulated in CFCs.

Until January 1, 2016, the controlling party of a CFC will be defined only as a physical person 

or an organization whose ownership share in the capital of a foreign organization (e.g., a 

corporation, partnership, trust, foundation, etc.) exceeds 50 percent. The same threshold 

applies in cases when Russian tax residents collectively hold more than 50% of capital in a 

foreign organization. Afterwards, these thresholds will be reduced to 25 percent and 10 percent 

respectively.

The minimum threshold for the CFC’s income taxable in Russia in 2015 will be 50 million rubles 

(approximately USD1 million) with subsequent reduction in 2016 to 30 million rubles, and 10 

million rubles in 2017 and thereafter. 

A foreign organization will not be deemed a CFC if its shareholders make a decision to liquidate 

this organization by January 1, 2017. Any capital gain resulting from liquidation of a foreign 

organization will be tax exempt until January 1, 2017. If the CFC is liquidated prior to January 1, 

2017, the income resulting from liquidation of assets of a CFC can be accounted as a controlling 

shareholder’s taxable income, i.e. if the controlling shareholder has a loss position, this income 

can be used to offset such losses. A compensation-free transfer of property from a CFC to a 

Russian taxpayer will be treated as a tax free transfer, unless the CFC is registered in a state or 

territory that does not exchange its taxpayers’ information with Russia.

Failure to provide notification to the Russian tax authorities about participation in a CFC by the 

controlling party carries a penalty of 100,000 rubles (approximately USD2,100) per each CFC. 

The same offense by a party whose participation in a foreign entity is greater than 10 but less 

than 25 percent carries the penalty of 50,000 rubles. Failure to provide notification of a real 

property ownership in Russia by a foreign organization carries a fine of 100 percent of the 

property tax for such a property.

Failure to include the income of a CFC in a tax return carries a penalty of 20 percent of the 

unpaid tax with a minimum of 100,000 rubles. This penalty applies for the fiscal periods 

starting in 2018. The penalty for failure to provide documents that allow to calculate CFC’s 

income is 100,000 rubles. If a CFC has a loss in the period ending before January 1, 2015, the 

loss can be carried forward for a maximum of three fiscal years that preceded the year starting 

on or after January 1, 2015. 
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CFCs income becomes subject to compensating income adjustments if such adjustments were 

first imposed on the controlled Russian taxpayers. This constitutes a change in the position of 

the Russian tax authorities on permissibility of compensating income adjustments for foreign 

entities. Under the Russian transfer pricing rules effective since 2012 corresponding adjustments 

of foreign entities’ income were not permitted. Yet, given that Russian tax authorities are  

likely to propose only the adjustments that increase taxable income of a Russian party to a 

controlled transaction, the current law, in fact, permits only the adjustments that may reduce 

CFCs income.

Conclusion
In light of the recent developments in the Russian CFC legislation, MNCs with operations in 

Russia may want to re-examine the viability of their holding structures for the Russian operating 

companies, as well as viability of other global arrangements such as centralized IP holding, 

provision of centralized services, etc. and determine the best way forward. MNCs should also 

prepare for compliance with the disclosure requirements embedded in the law. 

* This document represents the views of the author and not the position of NERA Economic Consulting. 

NERA does not provide legal or tax advice, and information presented in this document is not intended 

as legal or tax advice and should not be relied upon for the purpose of avoiding any tax penalties. 

1 The full text of the legislation is available in Russian at http://publication.pravo.gov.ru/Document/
View/0001201411250003. 

2  After Cyprus has been removed from the list of countries that do not exchange taxpayers’ information with 
Russia effective January 1, 2013, there remain only a few territories that withhold taxpayers’ information despite 
having tax treating with Russia. Such territories are Hong Kong, Macau, Labuan Island (Malaysia), and the 
Netherlands Antilles.

3  The current members of the Eurasian Economic Union are Russian Federation, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Armenia. 
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